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Act
is it a natural tan?
is it a spray tan or did he go to a tanning bed?
if so, which tanning salon?
Act

punctuation problem
Act

welly
Act

. 6
Act

having been sold a lemon
Act

arid margins
(for Ada, on the idea of the loom)
in the far left corner of the room, a text was placed where page 11 out of 24 read:

a set is (a) a group, or (b) a design for an event, or (c) one to win in tennis. (d) laying cutlery on a table, (e) a theory for organising groups in infinity, or (f) the verb used for putting something on fire.
Act

problem solving

§

a room with an ugly view can be transformed by grouping suitable plants in front of the offending window.

any room in a house can have things that need highlighting as well as lots of features that you’d rather not draw too much attention to. plants can work for you in solving difficult decorating problems and are a lot more fun and cheaper than bringing in the builders.

plants can be used to produce a focus of attention to, or to disguise or camouflage some ugly architectural feature of a room.
the tennis instructor walked in early at the opening. he had been trading lessons for the promise of an artwork, and was now pacing the room trying to look effortless while debating his options. after some contemplation he decided on a piece referencing his own presence in the show. it was hung in his bedroom next to a south facing window overlooking a small park.
the large black table never arrived
Act

question:

when we say that a cat and a dog resemble each other less than two grey hounds do, even if both are tamed or embalmed, even if both are frenzied, even if both have just broken the water pitcher, what is the ground on which we are able to establish the validity of this classification with complete certainty?
Act

at dinner time I returned to the nature of language
Act

Cacti Cats At Log
Acts Cat At Logic
Cola Cats Tag Tic
Static Cat go lac
Lactic Cat Togas
Lac Taco Cat Gist
Cacti Cat At Logs
Cast Cat At Logic
Cats Cat At Logic
Catalogs Tic Cat
Staccati Cat Log
Attic Log Sac Cat
Cattail Act Cogs
A Attics Cat Clog
Lactic Cats Toga
Sac Cat Tat Logic
Act Cat Sat. Logic
Act

(x : x is a number which can be described in fewer than twenty English words)
Act

(something like a problem hardened into print)
Act

a message with visible creases of having been folded in four, read-

\[
everyday \text{ at one,} \\
\text{the neighbor started playing the piano}
\]

the time was checked, to attest whether the statement was true.
Act

(After Shapes),
Act

even, flat, flush, horizontal, level, plain, plane, polished,
equable, glassy, agreeable, bland, mellow, debonair, persuasive,
silky, slick, smarmy, suave, unctuous,
easy,
effortless, flowing, fluent, frictionless, regular, rhythmic, steady,
unbroken, uneventful, uniform,
flatten, iron, level, plane, polish, press,
allay, alleviate, appease, assuage,
calm, ease, extenuate,
iron, mitigate, mollify, palliate,
pave-d
with cushions or plants you may be as bold or safe as you like with your contrasts in the knowledge that if your ideas don’t work out you can always move them to a new position and try out another effect.
(SET)
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